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Ken Kunen, a mathematician’s mathematician
At Ken’s retirement dinner last year, the math department chair pointed out that Ken was respected by his colleagues,
enjoyed as a teacher by both his undergraduate and graduate students, and was the producer of a large number of highly
praised research papers and PhD students. But he had never entered her oﬃce, called her on the telephone, nor emailed
her, nor complained about anything! That is, he didn’t make waves, but he made both mathematics and mathematicians.
When I got my PhD in 1949, I knew nothing about mathematics except that I liked playing with strange orderings. By
1968 when Ken Kunen arrived at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, I had some experience as a general topologist and
had learned what a glorious source of interesting questions this ﬁeld was. I had also observed that most of the nontrivial
proofs in the ﬁeld showed that if some purely set theoretic construction could be made, then the topological theorem
followed. But whether the construction was possible was usually unknown. It was obvious that general topologists needed
to know some set theory! I was doubly anxious to do this after Paul Cohen in 1963 proved the consistency of the negation
of the Continuum Hypothesis by a technique which led to “forcing”, a tool for constructing a wide variety of models for set
theory and, potentially, for deciding the consistency of many topological statements.
Ken was the answer to my fondest dream. He was not only a ﬁrst class set theorist and teacher, he loved the natural
numbers and compactness and any basic mathematical notion, be it in algebra, analysis, computer science, or topology; he
seemed well versed in all of them. He had the knowledge and drive to see the set theoretic possibilities to be found in
many mathematical problems.
On Ken’s arrival in Madison, I am afraid that he and I walked into the Logic Seminar and rather dominated it for 20 years
with our interests, although Jerry Keisler was doing fabulous things with his students using nonstandard analysis. Madison
had been a center for mathematical logic since Steve Kleene arrived before World War II, and it became a center for the
use of set theory to solve problems in a wide variety of ﬁelds, general topology being one. What we offered was hands
on contact with both Ken’s interests and expertise and my wealth of unsolved problems that could use such ideas in their
solutions. Ken’s quick and deep insights into anything set theoretic and my slow persistence on old topological problems
worked well with the bright students attracted to the seminar. A couple of students even followed Ken back to Madison
after he visited Berkeley in 1971–1972.
Ken not only attracted students, he also attracted other mathematicians. In 1977 we were joined by Arnie Miller, who
was another super set theorist and able teacher with broad interests. His work with aspects of measure theory was my
favorite. Ken and Arnie both spent a couple of years in Texas about 1979, but to my joy they both returned to Madison.
Over the years Ken was our draw for several exceptional three-year post-docs, real experts before they arrived, notably Eric
van Douwen, Mirna Džamonja, and more recently Bart Kastermans. Ken also attracted a great many visitors. Some came
for two weeks, some for a month, a semester, or a year. Some, like István Juhász, came again and again and again. We all
proﬁted from each other but it was Ken’s insights and interests in everyone’s problems which drew them all to us; he had
the understanding and suggestions to be of real help on a problem. For years, Ken has been a favorite for a major address
at any conference including general topology among its topics.
Ken Kunen is the unique person to have a joint paper with me and another with my husband, Walter Rudin. My paper
with Ken is also joint with István Juhász and is merely the publication of an easy set theoretic topology construction known
to all of us and probably others. Walter’s paper with Ken grew out of Walter mentioning a problem on the Bohr topology
to Ken at a party one evening. They both happily spent the next couple of weeks having great fun chasing each other with
great glee till the original question was answered. Walter would have nothing to do with the set theoretic implications Ken
could see lying in wait from their work. Never mind, Ken and Joan Hart cheerfully published a whole sequence of papers
which grew out of this joint paper.
Ken not only sees things quicker than the rest of us, he sees farther and takes joy from working hard on it. Side issues
don’t seem to get to him.
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